
ISLA is the name that German designer Sebastian Herkner, its creator, has given to GAN’s new venture into the world of 
outdoor furniture. With his first collection for the brand, Herkner explores ways of inhabiting outdoor spaces through irregular 
shapes, resulting in a more versatile, inviting and unique seating system.
ISLA comes in seven color combinations (Coral, Sand, Shell, Blue, Green, Silver and Garnet) and three different modules, called 
Menorca (296x112x80h cm / 117’’x44’’x31’’h), Gomera (230x152x80h cm / 91’’x60’’x31’’h) and Arosa (141x106x80h cm / 56’’x42’’x31’’h). 
The modules are absolutely flexible when it comes to creating configurations, but they also work independently. Each module 
is paired with outdoor pillows (40x40 cm / 16’’x16’’ and 45x80 cm / 18’’x32’’).

ISLA. Perfectly irregular volumes
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The elements are the result of extensive research and development work to find the perfect coupling between backrest and 
seat – completely upholstered with outdoor textiles - and the structure, made of powder-coated aluminum. The collection also 
includes three ISLA side and coffee tables, in various sizes. The tabletops, which measure 80, 50 or 36 cm, are available in two 
finish options: Iroko wood or Dekton Sirocco.
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About GAN:

GAN is a Gandia Blasco Group brand dedicated to making handmade rugs, poufs and accessories. Thanks to the quality of its 
designs and the use of innovative artisan techniques, GAN has managed to become an internationally recognized brand, present 
in cities all around the world.

About Sebastian Herkner:

Born in 1981, Sebastian Herkner studied Product Design at HfG Offenbach 
University of Art and Design. He has received great recognition for his numerous 
collaborations with internationally renowned brands. He is a specialist in combining 
new technologies with traditional craftsmanship to pay tribute to the beauty of 
the, often unusual, materials he uses, emphasizing the function and highlighting its 
importance to the smallest detail. Herkner creates not only objects, but a whole 
cosmos that sheds new light on how objects can attract the senses, seeking beauty 
in the process itself and in design’s empathy towards people.

About Isla: 

Sebastian Herkner, 2020

Composition: powder-coated aluminum frame and technical upsholstery for outdoor use
Seats and backrest filling: 100% dry fast foam rubber
Cushions filling: polyester fiber and chopped memory foam

Dimensions: Menorca (296x112x80h cm / 117’’x44’’x31’’h), Gomera (230x152x80h cm / 91’’x60’’x31’’h) and Arosa (141x106x80h cm 
/ 56’’x42’’x31’’h).

Colours: Coral, Sand, Shell, Blue, Green, Silver and Garnet
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